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Abstract 

In recent years, the emergence of highly successful digital multi-brand retailers has facilitated an omnichannel distribution strategy to 
become the norm for brands. Rather than relying solely on these multi-brand retailers, it is necessary for companies’ omnichannel strategy 
to establish strong brand-owned direct-to-consumer (D2C) webstores. To help D2C brands make decisions regarding distribution channel 
choices, this paper investigates the circumstances under which customers prefer brands’ D2C webstores over digital multi-brand retailers and 
how these circumstances vary across phases of the customer journey. The results from an extensive experimental study demonstrate that, 
depending on the customer journey, brands’ D2C webstores can compete with digital multi-brand retailers, particularly in product categories 
characterized by deep assortments, the need for extensive product information, exclusive products, or a high degree of personalization. 
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of New York University. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Introduction 

In recent years, the number of channel formats has sub- 
tantially increased. Brands have widely accepted the benefits 
f omnichannel distribution ( Ailawadi 2021 ) and are selling 

heir products via a multitude of online, mobile, and offline 
hannels ( Cui et al. 2021 ). In the online domain, multi-brand 

etailers have become increasingly important for brands and 

onsumers ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ) as eight out of 
he top 10 e-commerce stores in the U.S. are multi-brand 

etailers ( Droesch 2023 ). Digital multi-brand retailers have 
volved into highly attractive sales channels for brands be- 
ause of their immense reach ( Reinartz, Wiegand, and Im- 
chloss 2019 ) and lower transaction, fulfillment, and market- 
ng costs ( Rangaswamy et al. 2020 ). Additionally, consumers 
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alue the fact that digital multi-brand retailers provide con- 
umers with 24/7 access and one-stop shopping experience 
 Riemer et al. 2015 ). 

Although research has shown positive cross-channel effects 
n the short term ( He et al. 2020 ; Maier and Wieringa 2021 ),
 consistent omnichannel strategy requires brands to under- 
ake efforts to establish their own digital direct-to-consumer 
D2C) operations. Doing so allows them to directly engage 
ith their customers through social, mobile, and online chan- 
els ( Diorio 2016 ; Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ) and to keep 

n touch with their customers in the long run ( Maier and 

ieringa 2021 ), particularly through direct access to trans- 
ction and preference data. Strong digital D2C operations 
educe pressure on prices (e.g., Brynjolfsson et al., 2009 ; 
ing 2018 ; Mehra, Kumar, and Raju 2018 ) and interference 
ith brands’ offline promotions ( Guyt and Gijsbrechts 2014 ). 
dditionally, they reduce the likelihood of digital multi- 
rand retailers imitating their products ( Hagiu and Wright 
021 ). Despite the numerous advantages and opportunities 
f well-executed digital D2C operations for brands, only a 
ew have thus far proven sales success in the marketplace 
 Steenkamp Jan-Benedict., 2021 ; Bei and Gielens 2023 ). 
ork University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND 
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Given that brands’ digital D2C operations may not have 
he top-of-mind awareness and financial resources to drive 
raffic to their webstores and given that they are perceived 

s less convenient and more time consuming than the opera- 
ions of digital multi-brand retailers ( Gielens and Steenkamp 

019 ), it is essential for brands to know how they can gener- 
te value for their D2C webstores so that they can compete 
ith digital multi-brand retailers. Therefore, this study em- 
irically investigates a ) under which circumstances customers 
refer brands’ D2C webstores over digital multi-brand retail- 
rs – the latter defined as the webstores of authorized resellers 
f branded products – specifically, the webstores of pure-play 

nline retailers (such as Zalando, ASOS, or Westwing ) and 

rick-and-mortar players who moved into the digital sphere 
such as BestBuy or Macy’s ) as well as one-party market- 
laces (such as Amazon or JD.com ; Bei and Gielens 2023 ). 
s it is plausible to assume that these circumstances differ 
etween offerings, we empirically test the effect of different 
ategory characteristics on the choice of either brands’ D2C 

ebstores or digital multi-brand retailers. Since brands’ D2C 

ebstores also allow consumers to make fewer comparisons 
cross products (and brands), we further analyze b ) how cir- 
umstances vary in the need recognition, search, and purchase 
hases of the customer journey where customers may have 
ifferent levels of brand awareness. 

The findings of this study are relevant for marketing prac- 
ice, as they provide interesting insights for brand manage- 

ent. Specifically, the results demonstrate that, depending 

n the customer journey, brands’ D2C webstores can in- 
eed compete with digital multi-brand retailers in categories 
ith high degrees of assortment depth, personalization, ex- 

lusiveness, or need for information. Our study contributes to 

he marketing literature by eliciting and analyzing customers’ 
hannel choices across the stages of the customer journey 

hile providing insights into how managers can utilize dif- 
erent category characteristics to foster channel preferences. 
herefore, this study helps D2C brands decide how to allo- 
ate their products among digital channels based on customer 
references. 

Theoretical background 

revious research 

With the substantially increased number of channel for- 
ats in recent years, manufacturers can choose to distribute 

heir brands via a multitude of online, mobile, and offline 
edia channels ( Cui et al. 2021 ). To address consumers in 

ifferent market segments based on their varying needs and 

o allow them to self-select into their preferred channel in 

ach phase of the customer journey (e.g., Ansari, Mela, and 

eslin 2008 ; Bell, Gallino, and Moreno 2014 ), companies 
ave widely accepted the benefits of omnichannel distribu- 
ion ( Ailawadi 2021 ). Because determining the right distribu- 
ion breadth is highly relevant ( Ailawadi and Farris 2017 ), 
arketing research has extensively investigated the effects 

f companies adding new channels or developing strategies 
2

or existing channels on a multitude of outcome variables 
 Geyskens, Gielens, and Dekimpe 2002 ; Gensler, Leeflang, 
nd Skiera 2012 ). In addition to research on multichannel 
uying behavior in different buying stages and for different 
roducts (e.g., Konus, Verhoef, and Neslin 2008 ), as well as 
ts effect on brand loyalty (e.g., Shankar, Smith, and Ran- 
aswamy 2003 ; Wallace, Giese, and Johnson 2004 ) and on 

ustomer value (e.g., Venkatesan, Kumar, and Ravishanker 
007 ; Kushwaha and Shankar 2013 ), one particularly popular 
esearch stream has focused on why customers choose certain 

hannels for purchasing products and services. 
As shown in Table 1 , researchers following this re- 

earch stream have analyzed customers’ diverse motives for 
hoosing specific channels. Specifically, studies have con- 
idered the customer-related antecedents of channel choice, 
uch as shopping experience ( Burke 2002 ), shopping mo- 
ives ( Kollmann, Kuckertz, and Kayser 2012 ), and cus- 
omer perceptions and behavior ( Gupta, Su, and Walter 2004 ; 
een et al. 2004 ; Bart et al. 2005 ; Kumar and Venkate- 

an 2005 ; Falk et al. 2007 ). Other studies have accounted 

or channel-related characteristics such as quality, conve- 
ience, and information ( Montoya-Weiss, Voss, and Grewal 
003 ; Frambach, Roest, and Krishnan 2007 ; Gensler, Verhoef, 
nd Böhm 2012 ) or transaction costs, price, and assortment 
 Degeratu, Rangaswamy, and Wu 2000 ; Chintagunta, Chu, 
nd Cebollada 2012 ; Melis et al. 2015 ). 

The studies differ not only regarding the channel choice 
ntecedents or data they used but also with respect to their 
cope. For instance, the studies varied with respect to the 
umber of products or product categories that they consid- 
red and the ability to compare products . Additionally, they 

iffer with respect to the channels they compared to the focal 
nline channel. While most related studies have considered 

nly one offline channel (mostly brick-and-mortar retail, e.g., 
egeratu, Rangaswamy, and Wu 2000 ; Gupta, Su, and Wal- 

er 2004 ; Melis et al. 2015 ), few studies have investigated 

ultiple offline channels (e.g., Keen et al. 2004 ; Kumar and 

enkatesan 2005 ; Gensler, Verhoef, and Böhm 2012 ), and 

nly one has compared customer choices for different on- 
ine channels ( Bart et al. 2005 ). Additionally, only two stud- 
es have taken the customer journey into consideration. The 
nding that customers attach different levels of importance 

o channel-related characteristics in the different phases of 
he purchasing process ( Frambach, Roest, and Krishnan 2007 ; 
ensler, Verhoef, and Böhm 2012 ) shows that channel choice 
ay vary with the stage of the customer journey. 
Furthermore, the studies differ with respect to the ques- 

ion of whether the offerings are directly sold by the 
anufacturer/service provider or via retailers. While di- 

ect selling is mostly considered in those studies using 

ervices (e.g., Montoya-Weiss, Voss, and Grewal 2003 ; 
rambach, Roest, and Krishnan 2007 ; Kollmann, Kuckertz, 
nd Kayser 2012 ) and retail is mostly considered in those 
redominantly using (physical) products (e.g., Degeratu, Ran- 
aswamy, and Wu 2000 ; Chintagunta, Chu, and Cebollada 
012 ; Melis et al. 2015 ), previous research has not investi- 
ated whether channel choice depends on whether the chan- 
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Table 1 
Overview of existing research on channel choice. 

Study Data origin Choice between 
online and…

Product/ service 
context 

Products/services sold… Customer 
journey 

Multiple product 
categories 

Directly via retailer 

Degeratu at al (2000) Transactions offline Groceries —
√ 

—
√ 

Burke (2002) Survey offline 10 products —
√ 

—
√ 

Montoya- 
Weiss et al. (2003) 

Survey offlinea Financial services, 
education 

√ 

— —
√ 

Gupta et al. (2004) Survey offline 4 products —
√ 

—
√ 

Keen et al. (2004) Experiment offlineb CD, PC —
√ 

—
√ 

Bart et al. (2005) Survey online 8 products/services 
√ √ 

—
√ 

Kumar and 
Venkatesan (2005) 

Transactions offlinec Computer hardware 
√ 

— — —

Falk et al. (2007) Experiment offline Financial services 
√ 

— — —
Frambach et al. (2007) Survey offline Financial services 

√ 

—
√ 

—
Chintagunta et al. (2012) Transactions offline Groceries —

√ 

— —
Gensler et al. (2012) Survey offlined Financial services 

√ 

—
√ √ 

Kollmann et al. (2012) Survey offlinee Mobile network 
√ 

— — —
Melis et al. (2015) Transactions offline Groceries —

√ 

— —
This study Experiment online 4 products 

√ √ √ √ 

Note. Offline channels include. 
a branch office, telephone. 
b catalog, retail store. 
c salespersons, direct mail, telephone. 
d branch office, call center, self-service terminal. 
e branch office. 
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el is manufacturer- or retail-operated. 3 The few studies 
hat explicitly include manufacturers selling via D2C chan- 
els primarily focus on operational aspects, such as manag- 
ng demand variability and inventory cost (see, for example, 
odríguez and Aydın 2015 ), optimal timing for pricing de- 
isions across channels (e.g., Matsui 2020 ), or retail contract 
esigns (e.g., Matsui 2024 ). Accordingly, the circumstances 
nder which customers may prefer brands’ D2C webstores 
ver digital multi-brand retailers have not been identified. 
herefore, this study combines previous approaches and ex- 
erimentally investigates customers’ online channel choice be- 
aviors for those two channels for multiple product categories 
nd for different phases of the customer journey. 

onceptual framework 

Multi-brand retailers have become increasingly important 
or brands in recent years, especially in the online do- 
ain ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). These digital multi- 

rand operations take ownership of products from branded 

anufacturers, set prices, control the items and quantities 
ffered, and decide how to sell and deliver the products 
 Wichmann, Wiegand, and Reinartz 2022 ). Because of their 
mmense reach, digital multi-brand retailers have evolved into 

ighly attractive sales channels for brands ( Reinartz, Wiegand, 
nd Imschloss 2019 ). Brands gain access to many customers 
ho are attracted by the breadth of the product range and 
3 Although Bart et al. (2005) had online stores that were operated by man- 
facturers and retailers in their study, they did not explicitly investigate the 
ifferences. 

n
(
e
d

3

he one-stop shopping experience offered by digital multi- 
rand retailers ( Riemer et al. 2015 ; Kenney et al. 2019 ; 
ozzolino, Corbo, and Aversa 2021 ). This gain in cus- 

omers happens at initially lower transaction and production 

osts, as brands also benefit from retailers’ marketing efforts 
 Rangaswamy et al. 2020 ). Consequently, digital multi-brand 

etailers have become highly successful (for an overview, see 
ielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). 
Although research has found positive short-term cross- 

hannel effects ( He et al. 2020 ; Maier and Wieringa 2021 ), 
he success of digital multi-brand retailers comes at a high 

rice for brands (see Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). First, 
rands may lose touch with their customers in the long run 

 Maier and Wieringa 2021 ). As customers mostly interact 
ith digital multi-brand retailers as their first point of con- 

act, brands typically do not have access to retailers’ cus- 
omer data and hence lack knowledge of their customers’ 
references (e.g., Amazon forbids sellers from transferring 

ustomer data such as customer names and addresses to 

heir own database; see Huang, Lu, and Ba 2016 ; Maier and 

ieringa 2021 ). 
Second, the vast amount of data that digital multi-brand 

etailers have on their customers enables them to directly 

ompete with manufacturers ( Katz 2019 ). Specifically, they 

an even compete with brands by imitating their products 
 Hagiu and Wright 2021 ). In India, for instance, Amazon 

opied branded products being sold on its platform and ma- 
ipulated the search results to promote its own products 
 Kalra and Stecklow 2021 ). By exploiting the knowledge gen- 
rated by optimizing word-search algorithms, analyzing sales 
ata, and customer-review networks, digital multi-brand retail- 
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rs can harm brands by steering shoppers toward their private 
abels ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). 

Third, digital multi-brand retailers may also hurt brands by 

ncreasing pressure on prices (e.g., Brynjolfsson et al., 2009 ; 
ing 2018 ; Mehra, Kumar, and Raju 2018 ) and, through dy- 
amic pricing practices, by interfering with brands’ offline 
romotions ( Guyt and Gijsbrechts 2014 ). Consequently, cus- 
omers perceive the prices of digital multi-brand retailers to be 
ower than those of other channels ( Wang, Bell, and Padman- 
bhan 2009 ; Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). As factors such 

s ranking and price become dominant reasons for purchase 
ecisions, customers may choose digital multi-brand retailers 
s their first choice for shopping, ultimately weakening the 
mportance of brands ( Hagiu and Wright 2021 ). This trend 

ecomes even more intensified as digital multi-brand retailers 
end to eliminate brands’ ability to create brand awareness 
y not allowing them to showcase unique brand elements 
 Bei and Gielens 2023 ). As brands cannot differentiate be- 
ween competition on multi-brand retailers’ webstores, their 
rand performance is further impaired. 

Therefore, brands increasingly venture into their own dig- 
tal D2C operations, which allow them to directly engage 
ith their customers using social, mobile, and online chan- 
els – despite the considerable efforts needed to operate these 
hannels successfully ( Diorio 2016 ; Gielens and Steenkamp 

019 ). As outsourcing prevents brands from leveraging the 
dvantages of D2C operations ( Kalaignanam et al. 2013 ), 
rands must develop their own retail space, conduct all mar- 
eting activities to attract customer traffic in house, and in- 
ource fulfillment activities ( Dollens, Ettenson, and Lynch 

020 ; Reinartz, Wiegand, and Wichmann 2019 ). Nevertheless, 
hese costs are worthwhile, considering the opportunities for 
rands evolving from digital D2C operations, in addition to 

he fact that brands do not need to share their margin with a 
etailer in this setting. 

First and most obviously, digital D2C operations allow 

rands full control over noncontractible decisions such as re- 
ail prices ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). This level of con- 
rol improves overall profitability not only directly (i.e., by 

educing transaction costs) but also indirectly by changing 

he balance of channel power in the brand–retailer relation- 
hip ( Kadiyali, Chintagunta, and Vilcassim 2000 ). 

Second, brands benefit enormously from directly inter- 
cting with their customers on their D2C webstore and 

cquiring customer data (e.g., interaction preferences, pur- 
hase drivers, customer satisfaction, triggers of churn; see 
rora et al. 2020 ). Consequently, brands get to know their 

ustomers better and can use this knowledge to create prod- 
ct portfolios that are uniquely catered to their customers’ 
eeds, which provides brands with an opportunity to differen- 
iate themselves from the competition and reduce customers’ 
ikelihood of switching ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). Fur- 
hermore, brands can generate valuable insights for marketing 

y using their digital D2C operations as realistic consumer 
abs for testing product innovations, variants, assortments, and 

rices ( Bashkin et al. 2017 ). 

t

4

Third, full ownership of their webstore and proprietary cus- 
omer information also allows brands to autonomously de- 
ermine the depth of the assortment as well as the brand- 
ng and visualization of products, and it provides the techno- 
ogical options to let customers personalize products and/or 
he website ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). This personalized 

nd thus enhanced shopping experience may lead to more 
atisfied customers and, ultimately, to higher profits, as in- 
reased brand exposure hopefully results in spillover effects 
 Avery et al. 2012 ). 

Despite the obvious advantages and opportunities of dig- 
tal D2C operations for brands, only a few have thus far 
roven sales success in the digital marketplace (Steenkamp 

017; Bei and Gielens 2023 ). Given that shopping with digital 
ulti-brand retailers is often considered less time-consuming 

nd more convenient than shopping with brands’ digital D2C 

perations ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ), it is essential for 
rands to know a ) under which circumstances customers may 

refer brands’ D2C webstores over digital multi-brand re- 
ailers to more effectively steer customer traffic toward their 
tandalone webstores. As it is plausible to assume that these 
ircumstances differ between offerings, we empirically test 
he effect of different category characteristics on the choice 
f either brand D2C webstores or digital multi-brand retail- 
rs. Since brands’ D2C webstores also allow consumers to 

ake fewer comparisons across products (and brands), it is 
mportant to determine b ) how circumstances vary in the 
eed recognition, search, and purchase phases of the customer 
ourney where customers may have different levels of brand 

wareness. 

ypothesis development 

Despite the theoretical possibility of offering endless prod- 
ct variants through digital multi-brand retailers, the respec- 
ive procurement and warehousing costs may render a multi- 
ude of variants unprofitable ( Ryzin and Mahajan 1999 ). Con- 
equently, many digital multi-brand retailers offer the best 
ellers and usually do not offer many product variations (e.g., 
ncommon colors, sizes, or product specifications). The same 
pplies for brand-new, innovative products that have little 
r no sales history. Such products come with a higher risk 

or digital multi-brand retailers, and their webstore setup, 
hich requires specific search terms, hinders the possibility 

f specifically featuring these innovations. On the other hand, 
rands can use D2C webstores to specifically test, develop, 
nd promote product variations as well as innovative products 
n a controlled environment ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). 
n addition, strategically, such product innovations could be 
xclusively sold through D2C webstores (either permanently 

r for a certain period); thus, they could provide this chan- 
el with a competitive advantage. Overall, for the benefits 
f offering deep and exclusive, innovative assortments, D2C 

ebstores may have an advantage over digital multi-brand 

etailers in terms of customers’ channel preferences because 
nly they can set up their webstore in a way that provides cus- 
omers with opportunities to browse so many product variants 
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4 Given our focus on channel choice, we concentrate on the prepurchase 
and purchase phases of the customer journey and leave out post-purchase 
behavior ( Tueanrat, Papagiannidis, and Alamanos 2021 ). 
nd to promote their newest products. In this study, we use 
ssortment depth as a category characteristic that describes 
ow many variants of a product are offered by a webstore. 
imilarly, we use exclusivity, which represents the degree to 

hich products are sold exclusively in certain webstores. 
An extreme example of addressing customer preferences, 

ould be allowing consumers to personalize products based 

n their needs. Personalization (or customization) is the 
evel of adaptation of products available to provide tailor- 
ade solutions for the benefit of customers ( Lovelock 1983 ; 
hostack 1987 ). Consequently, offering the possibility to per- 
onalize products online involves highly individual solutions 
hat depend on the product specifications. For example, the 
ar manufacturer Bentley uses more than 1.7 million images 
nd allows for up to 10 billion possible product configurations 
n its webstore setup ( bentleymotors.com ). As digital multi- 
rand retailers normally operate with webstore solutions that 
ater to a multitude of brands with standardized products, we 
xpect brands’ D2C webstores to have an advantage over dig- 
tal multi-brand retailers if brands operate in categories with 

ighly personalizable products. We use personalization as a 
ategory characteristic indicating the level at which a product 
an be adapted by a webstore based on customer needs. 

While personalization requires specific knowledge of cus- 
omers’ product preferences, interactions with customers may 

lso enhance knowledge of the need for information that prod- 
cts entail. Whether customers perceive that a channel is able 
o assist them with their questions or problems regarding 

he use of a product beforehand depends on the accuracy, 
elevance, timeliness, and usefulness of the information that 
he channel provides ( Barnes and Vidgen 2002 ). Since high- 
uality information reduces customers’ information overload 

nd helps them make better purchase decisions ( Liang, Lai, 
nd Ku 2006 ; Yoon 2013 ; Reinartz, Wiegand, and Imschloss 
019 ), information quality is an important attribute of chan- 
el choice ( Kemény et al. 2016 ) and may serve as a proxy 

or competence. Provided that brands not only are in posses- 
ion of all product information but also have the discretion 

o provide as much information as possible on their products 
n their D2C webstores, we expect customers to prefer D2C 

ebstores over digital multi-brand retailers because of greater 
bility to cater to the need for product information. Consid- 
ring the different customer benefits that arise from customer 
ata, we propose the following: 

1. The more a product a ) is exclusive, or b ) needs informa-
ion, or it allows for c ) personalization or d ) a multitude of
ariants, the greater the likelihood that customers will choose 
rands’ D2C webstores over digital multi-brand retailers. 

Furthermore, insights into customer buying behavior help 

nhance customers’ shopping experience during the customer 
ourney ( Gielens and Steenkamp 2019 ). This fact is impor- 
ant because customers can switch between channels dur- 
ng the customer journey ( Neslin et al. 2014 ; Verhoef 2021 ). 
he customer journey is defined as customers’ usage of one 
r more channels to search for and purchase products ( An- 
5

erl et al. 2016 ; Herhausen et al. 2019 ). 4 Lemon and Ver- 
oef (2016) link the customer journey with customer buying 

ehavior process models (e.g., AIDA; Lavidge and Steiner 
961 ). Based on Neslin et al. ’s (2006) process in which cus- 
omers must recognize a need before conducting searches and 

ltimately purchasing a product, we use a three-phase cus- 
omer journey model where customers differ with respect to 

he information level that is required in the specific phases. 
n the need recognition phase, customers have not yet de- 
ned their needs. Hence, they prefer channels that help them 

cquire a maximum amount of information on available prod- 
cts, variants, and prices. In the search phase, customers are 
ware of the overall market’s offerings and have narrowed the 
lternatives down to an evoked set. The information that they 

earch for is, therefore, more focused on specific products. In 

he purchase phase , consumers have decided on and buy a 
pecific product. 

Consequently, customers in the different phases of the cus- 
omer journey vary regarding their awareness of available 
roducts and brands. As multi-brand and D2C webstores dif- 
er with respect to the number of products and brands that 
hey are offering, it is likely that they also differ with respect 
o attracting customers from the different phases of the cus- 
omer journey. While customers may not be aware of brands 
n the need recognition phase, they may have already reduced 

he consideration set to a few or even one brand in the search 

hase. Equally, customers may assign established brands to 

he evoked set and skip the need recognition phase, while de 
ovo brands that do not have top-of-mind awareness would 

ave to pass the need recognition phase first. The availabil- 
ty of a large number of products from multiple brands is 
ubsequently not as relevant in the search phase as it was 
n the need recognition phase. It is even less relevant in the 
urchase phase where customers have already decided on a 
rand and no longer need to compare brands. In this case, 
rands’ D2C webstores may become an even more viable op- 
ion. Hence, we expect the different stages to trigger different 
hannel choice behaviors and propose the following: 

2. Over the course of the customer journey, the likelihood 

ustomers will choose brands’ D2C webstores increases. 

Considering that the information requirements of cus- 
omers vary with the phases of the customer journey, category 

haracteristics may also have different effects depending on 

hich phase the customers are in. While customers are still 
efining their needs, they may pay less attention to deep as- 
ortments, exclusive and personalized products, and specific 
roduct information than customers who have reduced their 
et of alternatives or have decided on a product. As category 

haracteristics may become relevant only later in the customer 
ourney, we postulate the following: 
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model. 
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5 A total of 14% of the participants were aged 18-25 years, 16% were aged 
26-30 years, 30% were aged 31-40 years, 18% were aged 41-50 years, 13% 

were aged 51-60 years, and 9% were older than 61 years. 
6 As a base, we used the most successful categories in online shopping. The 

categories that were mostly associated with the characteristics were consumer 
electronics, fashion, toys, and home appliances. 
3. The effect of a ) exclusiveness, b ) need for information, c )
ersonalization, and d ) assortment depth on customers’ choice 
or D2C webstores vs. digital multi-brand retailers increases 
hroughout the customer journey. 

In Fig. 1 , we present the conceptual model of our study. 
ecause demand can be steered toward a certain channel, we 

nvestigate the different influences of D2C webstore and dig- 
tal multi-brand retailers on channel choice in our experimen- 
al study below. We assume that customers select a particular 
hannel depending on a ) category characteristics and b ) the 
tage of the customer journey they are in. 

Empirical analyses 

esign, participants, and procedure 

The study employed a 4 (category characteristics: personal- 
zation vs. assortment vs. exclusiveness vs. need for informa- 
ion) × 2 (level of category characteristics: low vs. high) × 3 

customer journey: need recognition phase vs. search phase 
s. purchase phase) between-subjects design to test the drivers 
f customers’ choice of either brands’ D2C webstores or dig- 
tal multi-brand retailers. In total, 3629 U.S. crowd work- 
rs on Prolific completed the study in exchange for mon- 
tary compensation. We had two attention check questions: 
Please click on the ‘Strongly agree’ at the far right end of 
he options” within the customer characteristics control vari- 
ble items. Fifty-two participants who failed both attention 

heck questions were excluded from the study, resulting in a 
nal sample of 3577 participants. The participants covered all 
6

elevant groups of shoppers. 5 A total of 49% of the partici- 
ants were female, 78% had a household income of less than 

100,000, and 84% frequently shopped online (i.e., at least 
everal times a month). The descriptive statistics are displayed 

n Appendix A . 
Each participant was assigned to a condition in which she 

ad to imagine that she was searching for or buying a prod- 
ct. While in the purchase condition the participants had al- 
eady decided on a product, they were supposed to search 

or information to make up their minds in the other two con- 
itions – either when they were unsure about which brand 

o buy (i.e., need recognition phase) or when they had nar- 
owed the options down to one brand (i.e., search phase). 
onsidering that products may differ considerably with re- 

pect to the applicability of the focal category characteristics, 
e chose products that allowed for different levels. To de- 

ermine the optimal products for the category characteristics, 
e first used maximum difference scaling to determine which 

roduct category customers associate the most with the differ- 
nt characteristics. Second, we asked industry experts which 

roducts from the categories would best fit the description. 
onsequently, we used laptop computers for the personaliza- 

ion condition, backpacks for the assortment depth condition, 
ego toys for the exclusiveness condition and a washer/dryer 
ombination for the need for information condition. 6 As the 
articipants’ individual likelihood of considering the products 
or themselves may vary substantially, the scenario had the 
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articipants search or purchase for someone else. Addition- 
lly, to avoid channel-specific price expectations ( Wang, Bell, 
nd Padmanabhan 2009 ), the participants were told that the 
rices would not differ between channels. Appendix B shows 
 detailed overview of the scenarios. After reading the scenar- 
os, the participants were asked to indicate the channel where 
hey would like to search or purchase the respective product, 
ither the brand’s D2C webstore or a retailer’s webstore that 
arries multiple brands. 

To assess whether the manipulation (high–low) was suc- 
essful, the participants had to indicate the importance of the 
ategory characteristics in the condition to which they were 
ssigned. 7 Consistent with our expectations, the participants 
n the high personalization condition for searching/purchasing 

 laptop computer reported greater importance for the person- 
lization of the laptop than those in the low personalization 

ondition ( Mlow 

= 3.95, Mhigh = 5.64, t (937) = −15.39, p < 

01). Similarly, significant differences were found between the 
igh and low conditions for assortment depth ( Mlow 

= 5.30, 
high = 5.95, t (877) = −7.16, p < .01), exclusiveness ( Mlow 

 4.27, Mhigh = 5.20, t (853) = −8.00, p < .01), and need 

or information ( Mlow 

= 5.87, Mhigh = 6.26, t (902) = −5.50, 
 < 0.01), showing that the participants correctly associated 

he different levels for the category characteristics. The same 
pplies to the distinctiveness of the category characteristics 
the mean values of the respective “high” conditions were 

ignificantly greater than those of the other category charac- 
eristics. 

After completing the experiment, we collected the data 
or the covariates and asked all participants about general 
hopping-related characteristics and customer behavior. Be- 
ause D2C webstores and digital multi-brand retailers are 
ost certainly dissimilar with respect to assortment size and 

ossibilities for one-stop shopping, customers with varying 

hopping-related psychographic characteristics may also differ 
ith respect to their channel preferences ( Ailawadi, Neslin, 

nd Gedenk 2001 ). To measure this difference, we followed 

he standard procedures for scale development of Gerbing and 

nderson (1988) and Rossiter (2002) ) and based our scales on 

 review of the literature. Relying on established scales, we 
easured the constructs impulsiveness (2 items), mavenism 

3 items), and time pressure (3 items) with indicators adapted 

rom Ailawadi, Neslin, and Gedenk (2001) . We derived the 
tems for the construct stimulation (2 items) based on the 
cale from Ganesh et al. (2010) and used the scales from 

ilawadi, Neslin, and Gedenk (2001) and Konus, Verhoef, 
nd Neslin (2008) to measure price consciousness (3 items). 
ll the indicators showed acceptable validity (Cronbach’s al- 
7 In all conditions, we asked “How important were the following charac- 
eristics of the website for your choice?” The participants were asked to rate 
he items “opportunity to customize the product on the website according to 
he specific needs and requirements”, “number of different variants of the 
roducts available on the website”, “exclusiveness of the assortment on the 
ebsite”, and “amount and level of detail of information regarding the prod- 
ct that is provided on the website” on a scale from 1-7 (not at all important 
very important). 

t
p
m
a
2
w

b

7

ha > 0.7, item-to-total correlations > 0.5). In addition to 

he demographic variables age, gender, and household in- 
ome, we asked the participants about their shopping fre- 
uency to account for their customer behavior. For the de- 
ailed descriptive statistics of the items and constructs, see 
ppendices C and D . 

ethod 

To test our hypotheses, we employed separate logit mod- 
ls for the different category characteristics. Specifically, we 
stimated the following models to determine the probability 

 PChannel 
i j = prob.(D2C = 1) that consumer j will choose the 

rand’s D2C webstore over a multi-brand retailer’s webstore 
or category i : 

PChan nel 
ij 

1 − PChan nel 
ij 

= exp 

⎛ 

⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 

a0 + β1 CCij 

+ β2a N Rij + β2b SEij 

+ β3 a CCij × N Rij + β3 b CCij × N Rij 

+ β4−12 ηij 

⎞ 

⎟ ⎟ ⎠ 

here CCij is an effect-coded dummy variable equal to 1 if 
he treatment of the category characteristic showed a high 

evel and −1 otherwise. For the different stages of the cus- 
omer journey, we included the effect-coded variables NRij 

or the need recognition phase ( = 1; search = 0; purchase =−1) 
nd SEij for the search phase ( = 1; need recognition = 0; 
urchase =−1). The vector ηj captures the controls for cus- 
omer characteristics and demographics. 8 Furthermore, the pa- 
ameters β1–2 indicate the effects of the two focal variables, 
3 represents the interaction between them, and β4–1 2 indicate 

he effects of the control variables. 

esults 

Regarding the participants’ channel choices during the cus- 
omer journey and in line with H2, we find that customers in 

he early phases differ from those in the purchase phase (see 
able 2 ). This finding holds particularly for the need recog- 
ition phase where we find substantially more choices for 
igital multi-brand retailers than for those in the purchase 
hase ( ß2a, Model 1 = −.83, p < .01; ß2a , 3 = −1.56, p < .01; 
2a , 5 = −1.15, p < .01; ß2a , 7 = −.81, p < .01). 

For the search phase, however, the regression results pre- 
ominantly indicate more choices for D2C webstores on av- 
rage. In particular, we find that customers in the personaliza- 
ion ( ß2b,1 = 0.25, p < .05), assortment depth ( ß2b,3 = 0.95, p 

 .01), and exclusiveness ( ß2b,5 = 0.59, p < .01) conditions 
ho have set their minds on a specific brand are more likely 

o prefer D2C webstores both for searching and purchasing 

roducts. The visualization of simple effects in Fig. 2 provides 
ore detailed insights into how customers choose channels 

long the customer journey ( Spiller et al. 2013 ; Park and Yi 
023 ). For all category characteristics, we see that, compared 

ith those in the search and purchase phase, customers in the 
8 For the estimation, continuous control variables were mean-centered and 
inary variables effect-coded. 
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Table 2 
Estimation results. 

DV: Channel Personalization Assortment depth Exclusiveness Need for information 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

Coeff. SE Coeff. SE Coeff. SE Coeff. SE Coeff. SE Coeff. SE Coeff. SE Coeff. SE 

Category characteristic level (CCL) ß1 .38∗∗ .07 .38∗∗ .08 .18∗ .08 .15 .08 .42∗∗ .08 .44∗∗ .08 .36∗∗ .08 .33∗∗ .08 
Customer journey 

Need recognition phase ß2a −.83∗∗ .11 −.83∗∗ .11 −1.56∗∗ .13 −1.56∗∗ .13 −1.15∗∗ .21 −1.17∗∗ .13 −.81∗∗ .12 −.78∗∗ .12 
Search phase ß2b .25∗ .10 .25∗ .10 .95∗∗ .11 .95∗∗ .11 .59∗∗ .10 .60∗∗ .11 −.00 .11 −.03 .11 

Interaction effects 
Need recognition phase x CCL ß3a — — .02 .11 — — −.20 .13 — — .11 .12 — — −.20 .12 
Search phase x CCL ß3b — — .03 .10 — — .20 .11 — — −.00 .11 — — .12 .11 

Impulsiveness ß4 .03 .05 .03 .05 −.05 .05 −.05 .05 .04 .05 .04 .05 .01 .05 .01 .05 
Mavenism ß5 .03 .07 .03 .07 −.01 .07 −.01 .07 −.01 .06 −.01 .06 .04 .07 .04 .07 
Stimulation ß6 .01 .08 .01 .08 .30∗∗ .09 .30∗∗ .09 .21∗∗ .08 .21∗∗ .08 −.19∗ .08 −.19∗ .09 
Price consciousness ß7 −.08 .08 −.08 .08 −.19∗ .09 −.18 .09 −.11 .09 −.11 .09 −.01 .10 −.02 
Time pressure ß8 .02 .05 .02 .05 .01 .05 .01 .03 .05 .03 .05 .02 .06 .02 .06 
Shopping frequency ß9 .05 .09 .05 .09 .31∗∗ .10 .31∗∗ .10 .05 .09 .32∗∗ .09 .16 .09 .16 .09 
Age ß10 −.01 .05 −.01 .05 −.12∗ .06 −.12∗ .06 .32∗∗ .05 −.05 .05 −.13∗ .06 −.13∗ .06 
Gender ß11 −.03 .07 −.03 .07 −.23∗∗ .08 −.23∗∗ .08 −.06 .08 −.01 .08 .10 .08 .09 .08 
Household income ß12 .20∗ .08 .20∗ .08 .11 .08 .11 .08 −.01 .08 −.02 .08 .13 .08 .14 .08 
Intercept ß0 −.70∗∗ .08 −.70∗∗ .08 −.25∗∗ .09 −.24∗∗ .08 −.42∗∗ −.02 −.43∗∗ .08 −.98∗∗ .08 −.98∗∗ .08 

LR Chi2 (df) 101.87 (12) 102.04 (14) 234.33 (12) 238.02 (14) 153.61 (12) 154.65 (14) 108.28 (12) 110.94 (14) 
Pseudo–R2 .08 .08 .19 .20 0.13 0.13 0.1 0.1 
N 939 939 879 879 855 855 904 904 

Note. Channel choice: ∗ p < .05, ∗∗ p < .01. 

Fig. 2. Relationship between category characteristics levels and customer journey. 
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eed recognition phase significantly prefer multi-brand over 
2C webstores. The increase between the search and pur- 

hase phases, however, is significant only for the need for 
nformation. 

The results of Models 1, 3, 5 , and 7 indicate that category 

haracteristics impact the channel choice between D2C web- 
tores and digital multi-brand retailers. In line with H1, we 
nd that the more a consumer seeks personalization options 
8

 ß1,1 = 0.38, p < .01), information ( ß1,7 = 0.36, p < .01), a 
eep assortment ( ß1,3 = 0.18, p < .05), or exclusive products 
 ß1,5 = 0.42, p < .01), the greater the likelihood that she 
ill choose the brands’ D2C webstores. The simple effects 

n Fig. 2 also illustrate these findings. Except for assortment 
epth, customers prefer D2C over multi-brand operations for 
igher levels of the category characteristics. 
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Finally, H3 suggested an interaction effect between cat- 
gory characteristic levels and customer journey. However, 
e do not find a significant moderation in any of the con- 
itions (see Table 2 ). Considering the almost parallel slopes 
f the two conditions for category characteristics in Fig. 2 , 
he absence of interactions is not surprising. We do, however, 
bserve for the category characteristics of personalization, ex- 
lusiveness, and need for information, that the respective mar- 
ins demonstrate significant differences between the manipu- 
ations for the three customer journey conditions. For assort- 
ent depth, there are no significant differences in any of the 

hases. Overall, the simple slope analysis shows substantially 

ower levels of D2C webstore choice in the need recognition 

hase than in both the search phase and the purchase phase; 
e find these results for all four category characteristics as 
ell as for both of their conditions. 
With respect to the covariates, the results are ambivalent. 

hile shopping-related customer characteristics do not ex- 
rt any influence for the most part 9 consumers’ shopping 

requency and demographic covariates apparently affect the 
hannel choice. As shown in Table 2 , the more frequently 

he participants shop, the lower their likelihood of choosing 

rands’ D2C webstores ( ß9, 3 = −.04, p < .01; ß9, 5 = −. 05, 
 < .01). While there is no difference between young and 

ld participants in two of the four conditions, we find that 
ounger participants are more likely to choose brands’ D2C 

ebstores than older participants in the assortment depth 

 ß10, 3 = −. 12, p < .05) and need for information condi- 
ions ( ß10, 7 = −. 13, p < .05). Additionally, male participants 
hoose brands’ D2C webstores more often than male partic- 
pants in the case of the category characteristic assortment 
epth ( ß11, 3 = −.23, p < .01). Finally, as household income 
s positively related to channel choice ( ß12,1 = 0.20, p < 

05), we find that participants with higher incomes apparently 

ean toward brands’ D2C webstores. This finding also sup- 
orts consumers’ impressions that prices are lower for digital 
ulti-brand retailers. 

Discussion 

A consistent omnichannel strategy requires brands to un- 
ertake efforts to establish their own digital D2C operations. 
oing so allows them to develop long-term customer rela- 

ionships, particularly through direct access to transaction and 

reference data. The purpose of this study is to offer insights 
or brand managers to understand a ) under which circum- 
tances customers may prefer brands’ D2C webstores over 
igital multi-brand retailers and b ) how the circumstances 
ary in the need recognition, search, and purchase phases of 
he customer journey. 
9 Stimulation shows a positive influence on the channel choice toward D2C 

ebstores in two of the four characteristics ( ß6, 3 = .30, p < .01; ß6, 5 = .21, 
 < .01) as well as a negative effect on the channel choice in the need for 
nformation condition toward digital multi-brand retailers ( ß6, 7 = −.19, p < 

05). Price consciousness also has a negative effect on the channel choice 
oward digital multi-brand retailers in the assortment-depth condition as well 
 ß7, 3 = −.19, p < .05). 
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9

This paper contributes to marketing theory and practice by 

roviding numerous important insights into channel choice 
especially the choice between brands’ D2C webstores and 

igital multi-brand retailers. Given the dominance of large 
ulti-brand retailers in many product categories, the estab- 

ishing of successful D2C webstores is often perceived as 
 battle of David vs. Goliath. However, in our experimen- 
al study, we show that there actually is more potential in 

he market than simple sales rankings reveal: While cos- 
umers overwhelmingly prefer digital multi-brand retailers 
n the beginning of their customer journey (80% of partic- 
pants chose the digital multi-brand retailer option in the 
eed recognition phase), this picture drastically changes in 

he following search and purchase stages. This change in 

references is particularly pronounced for product categories 
ith high degrees of exclusiveness, assortment depth, per- 

onalization, or need for information, where we observed 

hannel choice behavior of about 60% in favor of D2C 

ebstores. 

anagerial implications 

The findings of our empirical study have relevant impli- 
ations particularly for managers tasked with developing suc- 
essful D2C webstores. 

Our study reveals that the customer journey plays a cru- 
ial role in preferences. In the need recognition stage prior 
o brand selection, customers show an overwhelmingly greater 
reference for the digital multi-brand retailer (80% in favor of 
ulti-brand retailers) and this ratio is only marginally affected 

y category characteristics. These results confirm industry in- 
ights that more than 50% of all initial product searches in 

he U.S. start on Amazon alone. However, already in the 
earch phase we observe a drastic increase in the selection 

f D2C webstores, which are now preferred by 43% of the 
articipants. And when it comes to the purchase stage, D2C 

ebstores have even reached parity with multi-brand retailers 
51% of the participants chose the D2C option). Managers 
ould use these findings to calibrate their marketing strategy, 
epending on the strength of their respective brands. 

Once consumers use a large digital multi-brand retailer for 
heir search process, there is a high likelihood that they will 
lso complete the transaction there. Thus, it is essential for 
rands to establish top-of-mind awareness in their potential 
ustomers. For strong, established brands, this can be an op- 
ortunity, particularly if the brand awareness is transferred 

nto an online context. For many, social media platforms have 
een the method of choice, both for raising brand awareness 
nd for trying to trigger new purchase intentions and thus 
anaging the purchasing process at its inception. A deep in- 

egration of social media activities and D2C webstores is es- 
ential to allow for a seamless transition from inspiration to 

urchase. Brands that fail to establish a strong digital pres- 
nce may lose out and struggle to transfer their offline mar- 
et shares into the online sphere ( Gielens and Steenkamp 

019 ). Additionally, weaker brands will particularly suffer 
n this very competitive environment ( Ho-Dac, Carson, and 
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oore 2013 ), even more so than in traditional channels 
 Degeratu, Rangaswamy, and Wu 2000 ). 

Nevertheless, even for weaker or new and, thus far, un- 
nown brands there is hope: they can use the large reach of 
 digital multi-brand retailer to get their products into the 
arket and then try to win in the second round, i.e., repeat 

urchases. To do so, brands need to be proactive and try 

o appropriate the customer relationships from digital multi- 
rand retailers, which usually do not share any information 

r contact details. To that end, physical products offer many 

pportunities, for example, by adding vouchers or marketing 

aterials that point toward the D2C webstore offering to the 
roduct package. This tactic could also include extra bene- 
ts for direct registration, such as longer warranties, access 

o firmware updates, preferred access to new product genera- 
ions, or special service offerings. 

The second set of relevant implications stem from the cat- 
gory characteristics focus of our study, as we find that for 
ajor product categories D2C webstores might be in an even 

etter position. In categories with either a high degree of per- 
onalization, assortment depth, exclusiveness, or need for in- 
ormation, customers prefer D2C webstores over multi-brand- 
etailers both in the search phase (51% vs. 49%) and even 

ore in the purchase phase (58% vs. 42%). This provides 
rands operating in such product categories with a particular 
pportunity to establish a successful D2C webstore, especially 

hen they can leverage the specific aspects of the respective 
ategory characteristics: 

First, brands active in product categories with a high 

evel of personalization, should focus on the creation of a 
nique experience tailored to customers’ needs, which can 

e achieved by personalizing both the website and the focal 
roducts. To personalize landing pages with relevant prod- 
cts and functionalities, retailers need comprehensive infor- 
ation about customer preferences and search histories. In 

his regard, digital multi-brand retailers are usually better po- 
itioned, as they are more frequently the point of contact 
arly in the customer journey and can provide more compre- 
ensive information due to their wider product and service 
fferings. Thus, brands should focus more on the product di- 
ensions of personalization. While digital multi-brand retail- 

rs mostly use standardized templates and structures to allow 

or efficient processing and searchability, individual product 
ategories often require specific website functionalities or the 
rovision of precise information. Brands offering personalized 

roducts should optimize their D2C webstores particularly in 

hese aspects and, thus, provide a clear benefit to consumers 
ver the “one size fits all” approach of digital multi-brand 

etailers. 
This approach seems particularly promising for categories 

ith highly customizable goods, for instance, products that 
ffer a large array of options and have a resulting complex 

tructure of dependencies among choices. In Europe, for ex- 
mple, cars are usually built to order. Manufacturers offer 
 wide range of individual options and packages, combined 

ith sophisticated configuration tools, including 3D graph- 
cs ( Piller, Moeslein, and Stotko 2004 ). Consequently, car 
10
anufacturers can funnel most sales through their own D2C 

ebstores, with digital multi-brand retailers merely acting as 
ead generators. Similar examples of high degrees of product 
ersonalization can already be found across a wide range of 
roduct categories, from sneakers to watches. Providing such 

ersonalization options is instrumental for brands in these cat- 
gories to truly leverage the customer preference for D2C 

ebstores. 
Second, for product categories with a high level of as- 

ortment depth, D2C webstores can provide clear benefits for 
ustomers. While digital multi-brand retailers are usually far 
uperior in terms of their assortment breadth across product 
ategories, they cannot and do not want to offer every sin- 
le variant of a specific brand’s offering; instead, they focus 
ore on mainstream or bestselling standard products. At the 

ame time, brands often introduce more variants and a con- 
tant flow of limited editions to meet the diverse needs and 

astes of consumers worldwide. 
Third, product categories with a focus on exclusiveness 

ave great potential for D2C webstores because brands can 

eploy a selective distribution strategy: highly attractive prod- 
cts, limited editions, or innovations could be offered only 

hrough their own retail channels, either for a certain pe- 
iod or for certain product ranges ( Gielens, Gijsbrechts, and 

ekimpe 2014 ). This strategy has already been very effective 
n the luxury space, where high-profile collections or items 
re regularly defined as “boutique only” and, thus, are avail- 
ble only through a brand’s D2C channels ( Moore and Doyle 
022 ). 

A variation of such an exclusivity strategy is a supply- 
hain preference approach where D2C channels are priori- 
ized for the distribution of high-demand products. For exam- 
le, during the COVID-19 pandemic, we observed extremely 

igh demand for certain products, ranging from Sony PlaySta- 
ions to Rolex watches and from bicycles to cars. In certain 

ategories, this level of demand even led to wait lists and 

ray markets, where used products were sold above official 
etail prices. Keeping such items, where the current supply 

annot meet the high demand, exclusive to D2C channels 
r, at least, providing preferential treatment to the customers 
f these channels can be a very effective strategy for strong 

rands. 
Fourth, categories requiring in-depth information may con- 

titute another field where brands can create advantages over 
igital multi-brand retailers, particularly in the case of com- 
lex products that require special skills for installation and/or 
sage. For example, the installation and usage of technical 
ppliances, such as, washing machines, ovens, or fridges pro- 
ide an excellent opportunity for specially trained inhouse 
taff, online manuals, and augmented-reality tools (e.g., Ikea 

or furniture) to show customers the full potential of the prod- 
ct (beyond merely featuring the technical specifications) and 

o foster closer attachment to the brand. Car manufacturers 
ave even managed to create factory pick-ups as brand events, 
ncluding factory tours, personal instructions, test drives, and 

rofessional handover photos and memorabilia (for example, 
he Porsche Experience Centre Leipzig in Germany). 
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heoretical implications 

Our findings also have several implications for marketing 

esearch. First, numerous studies have investigated the many 

spects of channel choice. Common to these studies is the fact 
hat the majority of them analyzed customer choices between 

 physical and a rather generic type of online channel. While 
hese studies have provided valuable insights into consumers’ 
nline and offline behaviors, they do not distinguish between 

ypes of online channels. Considering that in today’s online 
hopping environment 10 customers face the choice between 

ebstores that are operated by brands themselves and digital 
ulti-brand retailers, it appears necessary to investigate what 

pecifically drives the choice for these specific online chan- 
els. This study shows that it is necessary to distinguish be- 
ween manufacturers’ D2C webstores and digital multi-brand 

etailers, treating them as distinct (online) channels. 
Second, the results indicate a clear distinction in channel 

hoice depending on category characteristics. The finding that 
onsumers choose the online channel based on the degree of 
ssortment depth, exclusiveness, personalization, or provided 

nformation indicates that future research on channel choice 
hould account for category characteristics. 

Finally, the finding that consumers demonstrate distinct 
hoices during the customer journey is particularly relevant 
or future research. This finding shows the necessity of ac- 
ounting for the stage of the customer journey in which the 
ustomer’s decision is made. 

imitations and further research directions 

This research is not without limitations, and some future 
esearch opportunities arise from the results of our experi- 
ents. First, the scenarios tested only one purchasing situa- 

ion per participant. It would be interesting to test different 
ituations, particularly repeat purchases, to determine whether 
he choices differ and preferences change. 

Second, this study intentionally focused only on physi- 
al products. However, it would be interesting to investigate 
he degree to which our findings are transferrable to ser- 
ices. Previous research has argued that the differences be- 
ween services and products are complex in nature and exert 
 tremendous influence on channel choice (see, for example, 
arasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985 ). Thus, repeating the 
xperiments in a service context might be necessary to gen- 
ralize our findings. 

Third, in our experimental setting, we distinguished only 

etween digital multi-brand retailers and brand-owned D2C 

ebstores and did not account for alternative retail models. In 

articular, major digital multi-brand retailers such as Amazon 

lso operate as third-party (3P) marketplaces ( Bei and Gie- 
ens 2023 ) open to independent vendors of branded products. 
n this setting, only the fulfillment and marketing infrastruc- 
10 At the time of some of the previous studies, the online shopping environ- 
ent was different from what it is today since digital multi-brand retailers 
ere not yet as dominant. 

e
e

t

11
ure is provided, and the platform provider does not own the 
erchandise, influence the assortment, or set prices. It would 

e interesting to see whether and in which settings customers 
refer these alternative retailers. 

Fourth, in our experiments, we took price out of the 
ecision-making process by assuming that it was the same 
cross the channels. In reality, there could be substantial price 
ifferences across channels, which may go beyond product 
ricing to include aspects such as shipping and payment op- 
ions. It would be particularly interesting to see whether pref- 
rences for certain channels still exist in the case of price 
ifferentials and whether customers would be willing to pay 

ore in their preferred online channel. 
Finally, our study focused only on different channels in the 

igital sphere and did not include offline channels that could 

lay a role in customers’ search or purchasing processes. For 
xample, an extensive online search could be followed by 

 purchase in a D2C brand store; alternatively, a physical 
ssessment and test of products in D2C brand stores could 

e followed by purchases on digital multi-brand retailers to 

ecure lower prices ( Verhoef, Kannan, and Inman 2015 ). 

Conclusion 

Beyond the theoretical and managerial implications, the 
ndings of this study elucidated the question of under which 

ircumstances customers choose a brand’s D2C webstore or 
igital multi-brand retailers such as the webstores of pure-play 

nline retailers (such as Zalando, ASOS, or Westwing ) and 

rick-and-mortar players who moved into the digital sphere 
such as BestBuy or Macy’s ) as well as one-party market- 
laces (such as Amazon, JD.com ; Bei and Gielens 2023 ) 
n different stages of the customer journey. We find that in 

ertain settings customers have clear preferences for brand- 
perated D2C webstores. If brands can offer a superior prod- 
ct experience to their customers via exclusive or personalized 

roducts or through providing a deep assortment or extensive 
roduct information, they have every opportunity to take on 

igital multi-brand retailers particularly in the search and pur- 
hase phases of the customer journey. For example, they can 

anage pricing to a large degree by actively adjusting the 
argins for digital multi-brand retailers, as they have direct 

ontrol over the distribution of exclusive product series and 

re best positioned to provide a superior brand and product 
xperience. For this reason, this scenario does not seem far- 
etched. 

Digital multi-brand retailers such as Amazon or BestBuy 
till dominate the need recognition phase at the beginning 

f the customer journey. Also, they have certain scale ad- 
antages, particularly in the fulfillment area. However, this 
articular advantage is more important in geographically very 

arge markets such as the U.S. than in more compact Euro- 
ean markets (such as the Netherlands or Germany), where 
ven a single central warehouse location is feasible and where 
fficient independent logistics providers are available. 

Interestingly, while we saw the rise of multi-brand re- 
ailers in the digital domain in the last two decades, this 
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oncept collapsed in the brick-and-mortar environment dur- 
ng the same period. Across all Western economies, we have 
een a stark decline in multi-brand department stores, such as 
acy’s, Sears , and J.C. Penney in the U.S., Debenhams and 

arks & Spencer’s in the UK, and Karstadt and Kaufland in 

ermany. In parallel, there has been strong growth in D2C 

perations through monobrand boutiques, particularly driven 

y strong brands in the luxury (e.g., Gucci, Hermes, LVMH, 
udemars Piguet, Rimowa ) and apparel (e.g., Nike, Adidas, 
alph Lauren ) segments or the field of consumer electronics 

e.g., Apple ) or toys (e.g., LEGO ). The prevailing perception 

n the market is that the demand for multi-brand settings has 
ust moved online; thus, Amazon has taken over the role of 
ears or Karstadt . However, it could also be the case that 
ppendix A 

escriptive variables. 

ariable Personalization Assortment depth

D2C Multi-brand D2C M

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD M

ategory characteristic levela .64 .47 .46 .49 .55 .49 .4
ustomer journey 
Need recognition phaseb .19 .39 .44 .49 .09 .29 .5
Search phaseb .38 .48 .31 .46 .46 .49 .2
Purchase phaseb .42 .49 .24 .42 .43 .49 .2

mpulsec 3.54 1.59 3.40 1.58 3.47 1.64 3
avenismc 4.32 1.28 4.27 1.43 4.13 1.50 4

timulationc 5.27 1.13 5.24 1.20 5.32 1.13 5
rice consciousnessc 5.78 1.00 5.87 1.02 5.87 .93 5
ime pressurec 3.70 1.46 3.64 1.62 3.62 1.58 3
hopping frequencyd 9.00 7.09 8.84 6.31 8.16 6.19 9
gee 3.21 1.49 3.28 1.43 3.14 1.50 3
enderf 1.51 .54 1.48 .52 1.53 .51 1
ousehold incomeg 2.68 .96 2.55 .98 2.71 .96 2

mportance of…
Personalizationh 5.54 1.57 4.47 1.92 5.15 1.65 4
Assortment depthh 4.88 1.66 4.70 1.65 5.65 1.43 5
Exclusivenessh 4.43 1.82 3.85 1.84 4.83 1.76 3
Need for informationh 5.22 1.70 4.54 1.80 4.67 1.75 3

 325 614 411 4

ote. Items were measured with a 1 = high, 0 = low; b 0 = no, 1 = yes; c 7−
urchases in a month; 
 1: 18–25 years, 2: 26–30 years, 3: 31–40 years, 4: 41–50 years, 5: 51–60 years
: $25,001-$50,000, 
: $50,001 to $100,000, 4: 〉 $100,00; h 7−point rating scale (not at all impor
ondition that chose D2C, 64% were in the “high” category characteristic level co
hase. The values for the customer behavior, psychographics, and demographics a

12
evelopments in the brick-and-mortar sphere are a precursor 
f things to come in the digital domain. With the increasing 

uality and professionalism of D2C offerings and new AI- 
ased search and sorting functionalities on the horizon that 
ould seriously disrupt the curation and aggregation function 

f multi-brand webstores, Amazon and JD.com may end up 

eing next in line for disintermediation. In such a scenario, 
roduct categories with high degrees of assortment depth, per- 
onalization, exclusiveness, or need for information might be 
he first categories in which customers switch to D2C offer- 
ngs. 

Appendices 
 Exclusiveness Need for information 

ulti-brand D2C Multi-brand D2C Multi-brand 

ean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

6 .49 .60 .48 .42 .49 .61 .49 .45 .50 

0 .50 .15 .35 .47 .49 .18 .38 .41 .49 
2 .41 .48 .50 .28 .45 .32 .47 .33 .47 
7 .44 .36 .48 .24 .42 .49 .50 .24 .43 
.54 1.71 3.50 1.75 3.49 1.69 3.45 1.68 3.53 1.62 
.06 1.49 4.21 1.46 4.14 1.46 4.40 1.37 4.51 1.38 
.08 1.25 5.41 1.13 5.26 1.14 5.24 1.14 5.45 1.10 
.99 .90 5.90 .95 5.98 .93 5.94 .87 6.02 .88 
.72 1.60 3.66 1.62 3.63 1.59 3.75 1.52 3.70 1.58 
.28 7.39 7.35 5.42 8.69 6.62 7.68 6.07 8.59 6.61 
.37 1.40 3.25 1.52 3.32 1.45 3.04 1.50 3.30 1.46 
.46 .51 1.55 .56 1.54 .50 1.49 .54 1.54 .54 
.67 .97 2.64 1.02 2.71 .96 2.69 .96 2.63 .97 

.10 1.82 4.84 1.54 3.74 1.75 5.08 1.47 4.76 1.75 

.60 1.33 5.62 1.24 5.12 1.40 4.78 1.52 5.03 1.62 

.81 1.84 5.45 1.51 4.21 1.74 4.58 1.62 4.05 1.84 

.90 1.80 4.81 1.72 4.05 1.73 5.95 1.13 5.41 1.41 

68 364 491 265 639 

point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree); d number of online 

, 6: > 61 years, f 1 = male, 2 = female, 3 = non−binary, g 1: 〈 $25,000, 

tant to extremely important). Explanation: Of those in the personalization 
ndition, 19% in the early and 38% in the search phase, 42% in the purchase 
s well as their importance indications show the means. 
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Appendix B 

Detailed scenarios. 

Need recognition / high personalization 
Imagine that the birthday of a dear relative is approaching, and [you 
are thinking about buying a laptop computer for her. You have not 
decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗, but knowing [she is really into 
gaming and that she has specific requirements regarding the specs of 
a laptop (e.g., hard drive space, graphics, CPU etc.)]∗, you go online 
and [search for information and possibilities to customize the laptop 
in order to help you decide.]∗∗ You know that laptop computers are 
sold on brands’ websites as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Need recognition / low personalization 
Imagine that the birthday of a dear relative is approaching, and [you 
are thinking about buying a laptop computer for her. You have not 
decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗, but knowing that [she only uses 
the laptop for a basic use and watching some series and, therefore, 
does not have any specific requirements regarding the specs of a 
laptop (e.g., hard drive space, graphics, CPU etc.)]∗, you go online 
and [search for further information to help you decide.]∗∗ You know 

that laptop computers are sold on brands’ websites as well as on 
various retailers’ websites. 

Search / high personalization 
Imagine that the birthday of a dear relative is approaching, and [you 
are thinking about buying a laptop computer from a known brand 
for her.]∗∗ Knowing [she is really into gaming and that she has 
specific requirements regarding the specs of a laptop (e.g., hard 
drive space, graphics, CPU etc.)]∗, you go online and [search for 
information and possibilities to customize the laptop in order to help 
you decide. You know that the laptop is sold on the brand’s website 
as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Search / low personalization 
Imagine that the birthday of a dear relative is approaching, and [you 
are thinking about buying a laptop computer from a known brand 
for her.]∗∗ Knowing that [she only uses the laptop for a basic use 
and watching some series and, therefore, does not have any specific 
requirements regarding the specs of a laptop (e.g., hard drive space, 
graphics, CPU etc.)]∗, you go online and [search for further 
information to help you decide.]∗∗ You know that the laptop is sold 
on the brand’s website as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Purchase / high personalization 
Imagine that the birthday of a dear relative is approaching, and [you 
are thinking about buying a laptop computer from a known brand 
for her.]∗∗ Knowing [she is really into gaming and that she has 
specific requirements regarding the specs of a laptop (e.g., hard 
drive space, graphics, CPU etc.)]∗, you [have already searched for 
information and decided to buy the laptop that you will customize 
according to her needs.]∗∗ You know that the laptop is sold on the 
brand’s website as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Purchase / low personalization 
Imagine that the birthday of a dear relative is approaching, and [you 
are thinking about buying a laptop computer from a known brand 
for her.]∗∗ Knowing that [she only uses the laptop for a basic use 
and watching some series and, therefore, does not have any specific 
requirements regarding the specs of a laptop (e.g., hard drive space, 
graphics, CPU etc.)]∗, you [have already searched for information 
about possible options on the Internet. After having weighed the 
available information, you decided for a specific brand and 
configuration.]∗∗ You know that the laptop is sold on the brand’s 
website as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Need recognition / high assortment depth 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying her a backpack. You have not 
decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗, but knowing that [she has very 
specific wishes regarding the color which is very exotic and not part 
of the standard assortment]∗, you go online and [search for 
information, especially the variety of available colors to help you 
decide.]∗∗ You know that backpacks are sold on brands’ websites as 
well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Need recognition / low assortment depth 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying her a backpack. You have not 
decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗, but knowing that [she wants a 
black backpack which is usually part of a standard assortment]∗, 
you go online and [search for the adequate information to help you 
decide.]∗∗ You know that backpacks are sold on brands’ websites as 
well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Search / high assortment depth 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying her the backpack model from 

the brand that everyone is wearing right now.]∗∗ Knowing that [she 
has very specific wishes regarding the color which is very exotic 
and not part of the standard assortment]∗, you go online and [search 
for information, especially the variety of available colors to help 
you decide.]∗∗ You know that the backpack is sold on the brand’s 
website as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Search / low assortment depth 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying her the backpack model from 

the brand that everyone is wearing right now.]∗∗ Knowing that [she 
wants a black backpack which is part of the standard assortment]∗, 
you go online and [search for the adequate information to help you 
decide.]∗∗ You know that the backpack is sold on the brand’s 
website as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Purchase / high assortment depth 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying her the backpack model from 

the brand that everyone is wearing right now.]∗∗ Knowing that [she 
has very specific wishes regarding the color which is very exotic 
and not part of the standard assortment]∗, you [have already 
searched for the information and decided for a specific, very 
fancy-looking backpack.]∗∗ You know that the backpack is sold on 
the brand’s website as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Purchase / low assortment depth 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying her the backpack model from 

the brand that everyone is wearing right now.]∗∗ Knowing that [she 
wants a black backpack which is part of the standard assortment]∗, 
you [have already searched for the adequate information on the 
Internet and decided to buy it.]∗∗ You know that the backpack is 
sold on the brand’s website as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

( continued on next page ) 
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Appendix B ( continued ) 

Need recognition / high exclusiveness 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying a toy for her. You have not 
decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗, but knowing that [she really 
likes brand-new and exclusive toys which are usually not part of a 
standard assortment]∗, you go online and [search for information to 
help you decide what exactly to purchase.]∗∗ You know that toys are 
sold on brands’ websites as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Need recognition / low exclusiveness 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying a toy for her. You have not 
decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗, but knowing that [she likes the 
standard toys that all kids of her age like]∗, you go online and 
[search for information to help you decide what exactly to 
purchase.]∗∗ You know that toys are sold on brands’ websites as 
well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Search / high exclusiveness 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying a toy for her. Knowing that she 
really likes Lego and has already quite a few sets]∗∗, [you decide to 
buy a set from the brand new release of Lego which is not part of 
the standard assortment]∗. Therefore, you go online and [search for 
information to help you decide what exactly to purchase. You know 

that Lego is sold on the brand’s website as well as on various 
retailers’ websites. 

Search / low exclusiveness 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying a toy for her. Knowing that she 
really would like to get her first Lego set]∗∗, [you decide to buy a 
set from Lego’s standard assortment that you know friends have 
given away as starter sets before]∗. Therefore, you go online and 
[search for information to help you decide what exactly to purchase. 
You know that Lego is sold on the brand’s website as well as on 
various retailers’ websites. 

Purchase / high exclusiveness 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying a toy for her. Knowing that she 
really likes Lego and has already quite a few sets]∗∗, [you decide to 
buy a set from the brand new release of Lego which is not part of 
the standard assortment]∗. You have [already searched for the 
adequate information and decided for a present. You know that Lego 
is sold on the brand’s website as well as on various retailers’ 
websites. 

Purchase / low exclusiveness 
Imagine that the birthday of a close friend’s child is approaching, 
and [you are thinking about buying a toy for her. Knowing that she 
really would like to get her first Lego set]∗∗, [you decide to buy a 
set from Lego’s standard assortment that you know friends have 
given away as starter sets before]∗. You have [already searched for 
the adequate information and decided for a present. You know that 
Lego is sold on the brand’s website as well as on various retailers’ 
websites. 

Need recognition / high need for information 
Imagine that an elderly relative who has no experience in buying 
online approaches you for your help. [For some time now, she has 
been thinking about replacing her old washer-dryer combination. She 
has not decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗. [Given that she is very 
finical with her purchases of durables, she has numerous specific 
information requirements regarding the appliance (e.g., detailed user 
manuals, warranty conditions, availability of spare parts, customer 
service availability, etc.)]∗ before deciding. She asks you to search 
online for the information she needs to help her decide which brand 
she should buy. You know that washer-dryer combinations are sold 
on brands’ websites as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Need recognition / low need for information 
Imagine that an elderly relative who has no experience in buying 
online approaches you for your help. [For some time now, she has 
been thinking about replacing her old washer-dryer combination. 
She has not decided on a specific brand yet]∗∗. [Given that she is 
not very finical with her purchases of durables, she has no specific 
information requirements regarding the appliance (other than the 
technical specs)]∗. She asks you to search online for the information 
she needs to help her decide which brand she should buy. You know 

that the washer-dryer combinations are sold on brands’ websites as 
well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Search / high need for information 
Imagine that an elderly relative who has no experience in buying 
online approaches you for your help. [For some time now, she has 
been thinking about replacing her old washer-dryer combination 
with a new one that is offered by a well-known brand]∗∗. [Given 
that she is very finical with her purchases of durables, she has 
numerous specific information requirements regarding the appliance 
(e.g., detailed user manuals, warranty conditions, availability of 
spare parts, customer service availability, etc.)]∗ before deciding. 
She asks you to search online for the information she needs to help 
her decide whether she should buy it. You know that washer-dryer 
combinations are sold on the brand’s websites as well as on various 
retailers’ websites. 

Search / low need for information 
Imagine that an elderly relative who has no experience in buying 
online approaches you for your help. [For some time now, she has 
been thinking about replacing her old washer-dryer combination 
with a new one that is offered by a well-known brand]∗∗. [Given 
that she is not very finical with her purchases of durables, she has 
no specific information requirements regarding the appliance (other 
than the technical specs)]∗. She asks you to search online for the 
information she needs to help her decide whether she should buy it. 
You know that the washer-dryer combinations are sold on brands’ 
websites as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Purchase scenario high need for information 
Imagine that an elderly relative who has no experience in buying 
online approaches you for your help. [For some time now, she has 
been thinking about replacing her old washer-dryer combination 
with a new one that is offered by a well-known brand]∗∗. [Given 
that she is very finical with her purchases of durables, she has 
numerous specific information requirements regarding the appliance 
(e.g., detailed user manuals, warranty conditions, availability of 
spare parts, customer service availability, etc.)]∗ before deciding. 
She has already searched for the information she needs and decided 
for a washer-dryer combination and asks you to buy it for her. You 
know that washer-dryer combinations are sold on the brand’s 
websites as well as on various retailers’ websites. 

Purchase scenario low need for information 
Imagine that an elderly relative who has no experience in buying 
online approaches you for your help. [For some time now, she has 
been thinking about replacing her old washer-dryer combination 
with a new one that is offered by a well-known brand]∗∗. [Given 
that she is not very finical with her purchases of durables, she has 
no specific information requirements regarding the appliance (other 
than the technical specs)]∗. She has already searched for the 
information she needs and decided for a washer-dryer combination 
and asks you to buy it for her. You know that the washer-dryer 
combinations are sold on the brand’s websites as well as on various 
retailers’ websites. 

Manipulations: […]∗ = category characteristic (high/low); […]∗∗ = customer journey (need recognition/search/purchase). 
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Appendix C 

Description of measures on customer characteristics and behavior. 

Construct/Items Personalization Assortment depth Exclusiveness Service option Alpha 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Impulsiveness ( Ailawadi, Neslin, and Gedenk 
2001 ) 

.84 

I often find myself buying products on impulse 
online. 

3.32 1.69 3.37 1.82 3.36 1.81 3.40 1.77 

I often make an unplanned purchase when the 
urge strikes me. 

3.57 1.68 3.65 1.75 3.63 1.82 3.61 1.75 

Mavenism ( Ailawadi, Neslin, and Gedenk 2001 ) .86 
I am somewhat of an expert when it comes to 
shopping. 

4.18 1.50 3.98 1.61 4.05 1.61 4.29 1.57 

People think of me as a good source of shopping 
information. 

4.39 1.56 4.15 1.66 4.27 1.61 4.56 1.54 

I enjoy giving people tips on shopping. 4.29 1.65 4.14 1.67 4.19 1.67 4.58 1.57 
Stimulation ( Ganesh et al. 2010 ) .71 
I like interacting with websites that I am 

interested in. 
5.44 1.26 5.38 1.30 5.47 1.23 5.56 1.22 

Seeing interesting websites while shopping 
satisfies me. 

5.04 1.40 5.00 1.41 5.19 1.35 5.17 1.35 

Price consciousness ( Ailawadi, Neslin, and 
Gedenk 2001 ; Konus, Verhoef, and Neslin 2008 ) 

.72 

I compare the prices of various products / brands 
before I make a choice. 

6.00 1.13 6.12 1.00 6.14 1.02 6.20 .93 

I find myself checking the prices even for small 
items. 

5.53 1.45 5.69 1.29 5.68 1.36 5.75 1.32 

It is important for me to get the best price for the 
products I buy. 

5.98 1.07 5.98 1.06 6.01 1.07 6.04 1.00 

Time pressure ( Ailawadi, Neslin, and Gedenk 
2001 ) 

.84 

Most days, I have no time to relax. 3.40 1.69 3.43 1.73 3.37 1.75 3.52 1.78 
I always seem to be in a hurry. 3.51 1.71 3.52 1.75 3.55 1.74 3.59 1.73 
I never seem to have enough time for the things I 
want to do. 

3.95 1.84 3.96 1.85 3.89 1.87 4.03 1.86 

Note. Items were measured with 7−point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree). 

Appendix D 

Correlations. 

Personalization 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 

1. Channel choice 1.00 — — — — — — — — — —
2. Category characteristic .17 1.00 — — — — — — — — —
3. Customer journey .25 .04 1.00 — — — — — — — —
4. Impulsiveness .04 .05 .03 1.00 — — — — — — —
5. Mavenism .01 −.00 −.01 .22 1.00 — — — — — —
6. Stimulation .01 .04 −.00 .17 .54 1.00 — — — — —
7. Price consciousness −.04 −.01 −.04 −.06 .29 .30 1.00 — — — —
8. Time pressure .02 −.01 .04 .22 .07 .06 .08 1.00 — — —
9. Shopping frequency .01 .00 −.05 .15 .25 .17 .09 .12 1.00 — —
10. Age −.02 −.06 −.03 −.16 −.03 .00 .06 −.13 .08 1.00 —
11. Gender .02 −.02 .04 .15 .01 .05 .10 .07 .03 .02 1.00 
12. Household income .06 −.03 −.06 .00 .06 .00 −.02 −.00 .15 .05 −.05 

( continued on next page ) 
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Appendix D ( continued ) 

Assortment depth 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 

1. Channel choice 1.00 — — — — — — — — — —
2. Category characteristic .09 1.00 — — — — — — — — —
3. Customer journey .35 .06 1.00 — — — — — — — —
4. Impulsiveness −.02 −.00 −.05 1.00 — — — — — — —
5. Mavenism .02 −.06 .01 .32 1.00 — — — — — —
6. Stimulation .10 −.02 −.00 .28 .56 1.00 — — — — —
7. Price consciousness −.06 −.07 −.00 −.07 .19 .24 1.00 — — — —
8. Time pressure −.02 .01 −.02 .16 .05 −.02 .04 1.00 — — —
9. Shopping frequency −.08 −.01 −.03 .23 .31 .25 .15 .07 1.00 — —
10. Age −.08 −.03 −.01 −.10 −.05 −.08 .08 −.17 .05 1.00 —
11. Gender .06 .02 .02 .13 .04 .03 .17 .08 .07 .07 1.00 
12. Household income .02 .03 −.02 .07 .15 .07 −.05 .05 .17 −.04 −.04 

Exclusiveness 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 

1. Channel choice 1.00 — — — — — — — — — —
2. Category characteristic .17 1.00 — — — — — — — — —
3. Customer journey .28 −.03 1.00 — — — — — — — —
4. Impulsiveness .00 −.03 −.05 1.00 — — — — — — —
5. Mavenism .02 −.02 .05 .31 1.00 — — — — — —
6. Stimulation .06 −.02 −.01 .23 .52 1.00 — — — — —
7. Price consciousness −.04 −.03 −.01 −.06 .22 .24 1.00 — — — —
8. Time pressure .02 .08 −.03 .24 .14 .04 .03 1.00 — — —
9. Shopping frequency −.10 .03 −.03 .24 .25 .15 .06 .09 1.00 — —
10. Age −.02 −.01 .01 −.11 −.00 −.03 .01 −.12 −.02 1.00 —
11. Gender .01 −.06 −.00 .12 .04 .02 .15 .06 .09 .04 1.00 
12. Household income −.04 −.00 −.06 .07 .07 .02 −.12 .03 .19 .02 −.09 

Need for information 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 

1. Channel choice 1.00 — — — — — — — — — —
2. Category characteristic .15 1.00 — — — — — — — — —
3. Customer journey .27 −.01 1.00 — — — — — — — —
4. Impulsiveness −.02 −.05 .01 1.00 — — — — — — —
5. Mavenism −.03 −.02 .04 .27 1.00 — — — — — —
6. Stimulation −.09 .00 −.00 .21 .55 1.00 — — — — —
7. Price consciousness −.04 −.00 −.00 −.10 .18 .29 1.00 — — — —
9. Time pressure .01 .00 −.03 .26 .05 −.06 .03 1.00 — — —
10. Shopping frequency −.06 −.02 .00 .26 .30 .17 .02 .07 1.00 — —
11. Age −.08 −.02 .01 −.10 .01 .02 .08 −.20 .05 1.00 —
12. Gender .04 −.02 .01 .12 .02 .07 .12 .07 .04 .02 1.00 
13. Household income .03 .01 −.02 .01 .08 .01 −.08 .00 .13 .06 −.05 
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